
BESSIE COLEMAN
1892 – 1926

One of thirteen children born to poor 
sharecropper parents, stunt pilot 
Bessie Coleman had to fight more 

than just the gender barrier to pursue an 
aviation career in the early 1900s.  She 
faced racial and economic barriers as well.
 When Coleman was in her early 20s in 
1916, she heard stories about aviation from 
returning World War I aviators. This sparked 
an interest, which became a passion to 
become a pilot.  At this time American flight 
training schools admitted neither women 
nor blacks. Frustrated with doors being 
closed on her for being both black and 
female, she looked abroad. In France, pilot 
training schools were open to all races and 
women.  Coleman learned to speak French 
and, in 1920, went to France to learn to fly.
 In September 1921, she sailed for New 
York and became a media sensation when 
she returned to the United States hoping 
to perform exhibition flights. But she was 
rejected when she attempted to purchase a 
plane.  
 In 1922, she returned to Europe. She 
met Anthony Fokker, a famous airplane 
designer who had his own flight school and 
expert instructors. Coleman was further 
trained by one of Fokker’s top pilots to a 
high level of competency.

 She came back to New York later 
in 1922. At this time in America, 
“barnstormers” across the country 
usually flew war surplus Curtiss JN-4 
“Jenny” biplanes. She quickly realized 
that in order to make a living as a civilian 
aviator, she would need to become a 
“barnstorming” stunt flier and perform 
for paying audiences. She made her first 
exhibition flight in an American air show 
on September 3, 1922. This air show was 
billed as an event honoring veterans of 
the all-black 369th Infantry Regiment of 
World War I. Bessie Coleman had made 
herself a childhood vow to one day “amount 
to something.” When she flew at this air 
show she knew she had accomplished her 
goal. She quickly gained a reputation as a 
skilled and daring pilot who would stop at 
nothing to complete a difficult stunt. She 
was tragically killed in an airplane crash in 
1926 during an air show.
 “Queen Bess,” as she was known, 
made such an impact in the world that 
many national and international honors 
were bestowed on her. The first African-
American female astronaut in space, 
Mae Jemison, carried a picture of Bessie 
Coleman with on her first mission.
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OBJECTIVES
n  Describe Bessie Coleman’s early 

life.
n  Describe one of her early flying 

accomplishments, which was a 
first.

n  Discuss her profession in the 
early 1920s.

n  Describe the circumstances of 
her death.

n  Build the Curtiss JN-4 “Jenny” 
biplane.
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FIRST FEMALE AFRICAN-AMERICAN PILOT 

Smithsonian Institution

STANDARDS

n  MS-ETS1-1
n  MS-ETS1-3

n  MS-ETS1-4
n  MS-PS3-1

n  RST.6-8.3
n  RST.6-8.7
n  RST.6-8.9

n  WHST.6-8.7
n  WHST.6-8.8

n  7.EE.B.3

Science

ELA/Literacy

Mathematics

(NCSS)
n  IV.f.
n  V.d.

(NGSS)



HER STORY

 Bessie Coleman was born on 
January 26, 1892, in Atlanta, Texas, 
and grew up in rural east Texas. Her 
large family struggled with poverty, 
and she walked miles to a one-room 
schoolhouse without the benefit of 
even the basic school supplies. In 
spite of these social and economic 
challenges, she excelled in school and 
completed all eight grades.
  She moved to Chicago in 1916 and 
was inspired to pursue an aviation 
career as a skilled stunt pilot. Her 
civilian air career would span less 
than four years.
 While exhibiting at an airshow 
in Jacksonville, Florida, on April 30, 
1926, Coleman was killed while she 
was test flying a new Curtiss biplane.  
A mechanical error caused by a 
wrench left in the engine caused the 
plane to spin downward. Coleman had 

been looking over the side of the plane 
in search of a suitable parachute 
landing location and had unfastened 
her seat belt, although she was only 
too well aware of the accident that 
Harriet Quimby had had years earlier.  
As with Quimby, Bessie Coleman was 
thrown out of her airplane at over 
300 feet and fell to her death. Her 
mechanic, William Wills, crashed and 
died.
 William Powell, a lieutenant who 
served in an all-black unit in World 
War I, penned in his 1934 book, Black 
Wings, “Because of Bessie Coleman, 
we have overcome that which was 
much worse than a racial barrier. We 
have overcome the barriers within 
ourselves and dared to dream.”
 Bessie Coleman broke down 
barrier after barrier, paving a way for 
all Americans of future generations to 

one day pursue the possibility of flight. 
She dreamed of a flying school for 
blacks, and the possibility that women 
could be admitted to flying schools.  
She had made a large difference in 
aviation for generations to come.
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n  First person of African American/
Native American descent to 
earn a pilot’s license and an 
aviation pilot’s license from 
the Fédération Aéronautique 
Internationale  (1921)

n The USPS issued a Bessie 
Coleman stamp in 1995 
commemorating “her singular 
accomplishment as becoming 
the world’s first African American 
pilot and there by becoming by 
definition an American legend”

n Enshrined in National Aviation 
Hall of Fame (2006)

Achievements include

blackamazing.com

US Air Force



HANDS ON

build a curtiss jn-4 “jenny” 
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Students and cadets will build a highly detailed paper model of an important aircraft used by student 
pilots and barnstormers from 1915 until well into the 1930s. Stunt pilot Bessie Coleman flew the Jenny 
at airshows.  

T he Curtiss JN-4 “Jenny” in 1915 was 
one of a series of “JN” biplanes built 
by the Curtiss Aeroplane Company 

of Hammondsport, New York, later the Cur-
tiss Aeroplane and Motor Company. Although 
the Curtiss JN series was originally produced 
as a training aircraft for the U.S. Army, the 
“Jenny” (the common nickname derived from 
“JN-4,” with an open-topped four appear-
ing as a Y) continued after World War I as 
a civil aircraft. It became the “backbone of 
American postwar (civil) aviation.” 
 Between 1917 and 1919, the JN-4 type 
accounted for several significant aviation 
“firsts” while in service with the U.S. Army 
Signal Corps Aviation Section and the United 
States Marine Corps (USMC) including flying 
the first U.S. air mail in May 1918.   
 In a series of tests conducted at the U.S. 
Army’s Langley Field in Hampton, Virginia, 
in July and August 1917, the world’s first 
“plane-to-plane” and “ground-to-plane, and 
vice versa” communications by radiotele-
phony (as opposed to radiotelegraphy which 
had been developed earlier) were made to 
and from modified U.S. Army JN-4s. 
 In early 1919, a USMC JN-4 was also 
credited with what is believed to be the first 
successful “dive bombing” attack during 
the United States occupation of Haiti. 
 The Curtiss JN-4 is possibly North 
America’s most famous World War I aircraft. 
It was widely used during World War I to 
train beginning pilots, with an estimated 

95% of all trainees having flown a JN-4. 
 After World War I, thousands were sold 
on the civilian market, including one sold 
to Charles Lindbergh in May 1923, in which 
he then soloed. Surplus U.S. Army aircraft 
were sold, some still in their unopened 
packing crates, for as little as $50, es-
sentially “flooding” the market. With private 
and commercial flying in North America 
unhampered by regulations concerning their 
use, pilots found the Jenny’s slow speed 
and stability made it ideal for stunt flying 
and aerobatic displays in the barnstorming 
era between the world wars, with the nearly 
identical Standard J-1 aircraft often used 
alongside it.  Some were still flying into the 
1930s. 

background

GENERAL 
CHARACTERISTICS
n Crew: 2
n Length: 25 ft. 4 in (8.33 m)
n Wingspan: 43 ft. 7 in (10.97 m)
n Height: 9 f. 10½ in (3.01 m)
n Wing area: 352 ft.² (32.7 m²)
n Empty weight: 1,390 lb. (630 kg)
n Max takeoff weight: 1,920 lb. 
 (871 kg)
n Powerplant: 1 × Curtiss OX-5 
 V-8  piston, 213 hp (67 kw)

PERFORMANCE
n Maximum speed: 75 mph 
 (121 km/h)
n Cruise Speed:  60 mph (97 km/h)
n Range: 150 miles (or 2-hours)
n Service ceiling: 6,500 ft. 
 (2,000 m)

ABOUT 
THE PLANE 

Permission to reprint, Chip Fyn, Fiddler’s Green Company

sonomavalleyairport.com

jitterbuzz.com
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1..  Flat, level, stable, and easily cleaned surface to work on
2.  Sharp-pointed (“X-acto”-type) hobby knife. ALWAYS cap it  
 when not in use
3.  Sharp, precision sewing-type scissors.
4.  A ruler or any other (truly) straight edge
5.  Toothpicks, round (and flat, if available)
6.  “Elmer’s” glue, super glue, plastic model cement or Aleen’s  
 FAST GRAB TACKY GLUE
7.  Eyebrow-type tweezers, having a straight edge of comfortable  
 angle
8.  Stylus of some kind, to make indented lines for folds
9.  A trash can nearby to be neat
10. 67 lb. paper to make the copies of the plans

MATERIALS fyi: Things to 
keep in mind

1.  Any card model consists of a number of flat parts which have  
 to be folded in certain directions to form a three-dimensional  
 shape.
2. There must be a clear indication where to fold and in what  
 direction.
3. Most of the established publishers (in Europe) have a   
 traditional format for indicating folds and scoring, to   
 maintain continuity in their model designs.
4. The contracted designer is forced to follow this “tradition.”
5. First score and then cut!
6. Most things to score and fold are TABS.
7. Curved folding edges are not possible.
8.  Plan much “wait time” between steps, as noted in procedures.

PROCEDURE — Building the Jenny
1. Print the Curtiss JN-4 Jenny plans found 

on the following pages.

2. Set up your work area with materials and 
tools.

3. Read all the instructions on the plan. 
Fiddlers Green tells you where to glue, cut 
and fold/bend.

4. Cut out the parts, slowly and carefully.

6.  Use round toothpicks for the airplanes 
struts. Make small holes in the wings where 
the struts go. Apply white glue or Tacky Glue 
to the struts and glue them in place on the 
bottom wing only. Wait 30 minutes before 
you flip the JN-4 over to attach the top 
wing on to the struts. This takes patience.  
Below, the top wing is just sitting on top to 
see what it will look like.

7. The top wing is glued to the struts, and the 
white dots are the Tacky Glue that will dry 
clear. When you get to this place, square 
everything you can and leave it alone to dry.

8. Landing gear, small struts on fuselage, the 
tail skid, and propeller are added several 
hours later after the glue has thoroughly 
dried.

5. Cut and fold the tabs carefully. Bend tabs 
with a straight edge ruler.
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extension
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As recently as February 2017, Delta Airlines pilots Dawn Cook and 
Stephanie Johnson (pictured) made history for that airline by being 
the first African American women to make up the cockpit crew. The 
first all African American female crew of any airline had been broken 
a few years earlier. 

n  Research other racial and gender barriers that still have not been 
broken. 

n Brainstorm solutions to bringing down those barriers.

Delta Airlines

MAKING HISTORY IN 2017

notes
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